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A Wordless Poem
 
A wordless poem
I write about you
In the blank paper
Of my heart.
Your smile
  is the rhyme
And silent love
  Is climax
In my wordless poem.
Without you
When I feel alone
I read the poem
Then you come there
              Any moment
But
Nowadays
I reading the wordless poem
Everytime
In the day
When you go....
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Fail In Love
 
It does not matter
You like me or not,
It is the first step
Of like
Are goes from me,
I always trying to
Satisfied you,
Atleast
One day your heart
Tell you
I fall in love of love,
Then after
Your beautiful mouth
Sacrified a sound
Of love
In front of my eyes,
Then my heart
Tell you
Thanks its my duty
I thought,
And my mind
Laugh you,
But my face
Can't do anything.
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Golden Landscape
 
In the landscape of November,
A glorious natural beauty
I see.
Through
The golden paddy
around the field.
Whenever sunshine
are reflecting!
And the birds
were freely sing
with the tune of air.
Moreover
The busy reapers
And their talks or
Joyful life
Attract me!
I forgot myself
Where I am?
But normally I realize
It only can available
in golden Landscape of November...
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Green Leaf
 
My love is like
Green leaf,
Where anybody can't
See Anything,
Only I can see
With my heart,
Would you like to see
My love?
You must go to
iN my heart!
But
You can't go there
Everybody knows,
Because
My love is
Related to my life
Is like
Green leaf.
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Keep Smile
 
When you smile
Butterflies are ready to
Fly in the air
And sun rise to shine
When you cry
Clouds are come
And ready to rain
Around you
And everything cries with you
That moment
So I tell you that
Take smile everytime
In whole life
Then everything around you
Smile
With you in your life
So please keep smile.
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Limestone
 
Everybody's life
is like
Limestone,
When we are
Able to use
Then everybody
Know us,
What we are!
But
When we can't
make us useful
for another
Then anybody can't
Know,
Who we are!
What do you think
Our life is not
like limestone?
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Live To Leave Me Alone
 
Can you remember
The frivolous frisky past?
Where I tell
You are not for mine
I feel
Please live to leave me alone!
Then you frown me
Like another day
And repeat the line
I can't leave you
In the life.
But today!
Whither you go?
Where the promises
And the dreams
Whatever you learned
Me to see...
Now I tell
Your painfull thoughts
Please live to leave me
Alone..
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Needless Talks
 
Some important talks
Is unnecessary
For me..
I don't know why!
But I think
These talks are
Less important
Whatever I thought.
But I always
Try to
understand it.
And then I feel
These important talks
Is really needless
For all except
Few opposite mind.
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Real Life Description
 
Loneliness is the real life
Now I feel,
NowadaysI take decisions
From my mind
And learn to love everythings
From my kind heart,
Now I try to see
From my blind eyes
And hearing more beautiful sounds
Weather these unknown for mine,
But  never mind
Now everybody talk with me
And they ask
Are you alone?
If you are alone!
It is the best moment
For your painful life!
And I tell them
I think so...!
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Silent Speech
 
The first love language
Is like silent
It will remind you
in your life
When you are alone
You have no anything
to say some
This time
First love speech
Will talk with you
And keep you in it,
That moment
Your fool heart feel
Everything is here
The love come from
Your dreamland
to give happiness
in yoursaddest
Silent life.
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Stop That
 
Stop the hell work
Stop the sin,
We did not come to see it
At here.
If you will teach us
Now these work!
Then human being will cry
Forever in future.
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Successful Life Of Planter
 
Every creature 's life
Is like a planter,
When a planter
Planting a tree
Then he never thought
The tree will give him
Profit or loss.
But he always trying
To care it well
Like a parent.
In future
The tree will provide
more service for all
And then everybody
Remind him
Who made it.
It is successful life
Of a planter.
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Take The Chance
 
When failure come
to your life,
If you take it
Is the first chance
To success in your life
Then you go to
So far,
If you take
It is your future
And your idle mind
Tell you
I can't do it!
Then you
Stand in your
Place and
Come back to past,
Because we know
Failures another
name is success,
But it not for
idle mind.
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The Last Song
 
Humanity are go away
     From us
         Day by Day,
But
     We doesn't feel!
Now we are going
 To the ending stage
     To sing the last song
         Of humanity.
Our traditional
    Feelings and loves
         Was the life
             Of humanity,
But it will not live
   A long time!
If we don't know
   To take the role
Catch it with us.
Then really
     One day
            We must stand
                 On the stage
To sing the last song.
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Time Changing Road
 
The time is changing
My grandparent was said
In their time
When they was young,
These time was changed
My parent was said
In their time,
Now today I say them
Its time to change
The human gone more developed.
But
I doesn't thought
How to the steps
Followed by new generation,
Today I thought
only I am not a new generation!
My grandparent and my parent
are already walk on the
Time changing road.
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Today's Life
 
Every morning
I saw in the
Newspaper
The headlines are like
Another day
Murder and
Some common line
Are come in news
For today's life
But who can do that
I can't think
Only one thought
Came to my mind
They are not human
In our colourfull earth.
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Triple Role
 
When I kill you
Then I am killer,
When I kill more
Then I am fighter,
When I kill you all
Then I am god,
Your doubt are clear
When you understand it good.
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Unknown Darken Road
 
If I have
a torch light,
Whereby I shining
in my life's
Neverending darken road!
Then I never Thought
My life is
Dreamlike ineart.
But where I will get
The torchlight
I don't know!
And I am not sure
The light is or not.
Though now I want to go
With my empty hands
On the unknown darken road.
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